




We were in Gröpelingen 
on the streets and 
asked you: If you could 
choose, how would you 
live?  
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The way I live 

now. A 2-room 

apartment in 

Gröpelingen. 

I would like to live in a 4 
room apartment, with a 
garden. Together with my 
nephew. The ground floor 
would be best. 

         I would like to live 
in an apartment with a 
garden. 2-3 rooms and, 
preferably near the train 
station would be ideal. 

Preferably with 
renewable energies 
and, in a multi-
generational house. 
A quiet location 
would be great too. 

In a mansion. 

Preferably with a lot of 

people, around 10

people and, in the 

evening one person 

takes turns cooking 

for everyone. That 

would be great. 

      In a big
 house with a gar-
den where we could 
   grow vegetables. 
And with many 
       people.      

 

Either in a house or an 
apartment, preferably 
70m² on the ground 
floor with a garden. A 
garage would be nice 
  too. 

I would like to live in a large 

apartment with a garden, together 

with roommates and, we share the 

food and divide up the chores. 

 Voices from the district 

 



The Bremen Alliance to Prevent Forced Evictions  

We have been active throughout the city
against evictions and, terminations since the
beginning of 2019. The alliance is an
association of tenants, people affected by
evictions, politically active people. Anyone
who wants to join us may come to the open
meeting. 

You can reach us by phone. We listen to the 
story and help the affected person with legal 
advice, if 
this is desired or, if the legal assistance is 
simply not enough, we do political actions; this 
ranges from accompanying the person to the 
court hearing where we help try to prevent 
evictions. 
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 Since when does the Alliance Against 
Forced Evictions exist in Bremen and 
what do you do? 

How can you be reached and what 
exactly do you do? 

ESPABAU tried to terminate a tenant. The motive 
was racial proven in 2019. ADLER Wohnen tried 
in 2020 to evict a tenant who refused to pay 
false service charges and, in November 2021 
GEWOBA tried to put a tenant out on the street. 
They failed in this. 

What are your goals? 

Our goal is a world where everyone can live
well and, have a say in the way for example
tenant 
contracts are written. That's what we're trying
to make happen here and, now. By fighting for
a safe and clean home for everyone to live in
but also to grow our numbers and, participation
at meetings 
or events we hold supporting one another. We
don't try to help others by taking decisions

No, private landlords have the largest share of 
the housing market in Bremen. They often 
behave like feudal lords. For this reason, we 
sometimes hold a demonstration in front of the 
apartment of a landlord who wants to evict his 
tenant. Like in October 2021 in the neighbor-
hood. We show that the tenant is not alone. 

So if your landlord tries to kick you 
out of your apartment, contact us, 
come to the meeting. Together we 

are stronger! Contact us here if you 
have questions or want to 

participate: 
017686546283

Can you give a few more examples? 
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friends introducing themselves 

Is it mainly housing companies that are
problematic? 






